She helps survivors thrive

Domestic violence is a leading cause of homelessness for women. Activist Erika Sussman is helping abused women find their way to financial safety. BY JESSICA PRESS

From the time she was 4, Erika Sussman had a heightened awareness of the challenges faced by survivors of domestic violence. Her mother helped find their county’s domestic violence shelter, a revolutionary undertaking at a time when these safe havens were rare. “I remember tagging along when she was working and playing with the children at the shelter,” Sussman says. That heritage became a mission. Sussman is now the founder and executive director of the Center for Survivor Agency and Justice (CSAJ), a groundbreaking nonprofit that enhances safety for survivors by helping them overcome the economic fallout of abuse.

“Abusers often use financial sabotage to maintain control over their partners,” explains Sussman, a Washington, DC–based lawyer. In one study, 99 percent of survivors reported experiencing economic abuse. “Abusers may interfere with their partner’s ability to find employment, like destroying her work clothes before an interview. They might withhold bank account information so she has no money, or use her personal information to run up debt.” For many battered mothers, leaving the relationship means being unable to meet their children’s basic needs. “Material considerations—how will I pay the mortgage, feed my children?—rank as women’s highest priorities when considering whether to leave,” Sussman explains.

CSAJ has trained thousands of lawyers and advocates on how to better and more fully serve survivors. One example: “In the past, an attorney may have thought about the physical safety that a protective order can give,” says Krista Del Gallo, policy manager for the Texas Council on Family Violence. “Erika has given ideas about what to include to help these women be safer economically.” In 2013, Del Gallo’s organization became a partner in one of four CSAJ programs that facilitate collaborations between domestic-violence and consumer groups. “Now we have a plan and a network of sensitive lawyers in place to assist survivors who need this kind of help. It was Erika’s partnerships that got us into circles where these resources lie.”

Sussman has her sights set on making changes with help from even higher places. At the request of the White House, CSAJ has recommended federal policy changes, such as granting foreclosure relief without the cooperation of an abusive spouse. “As one lawyer working with CSAJ” said to me, “Before we can help survivors build up their lives, we’ve got to get them out of the quicksand,” says Sussman. She won’t give up until they’re all on solid ground.